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The Halifax Community Learning Network is a 
registered charity  (# 85750 9335 RR0001) and donations 

can be made at: 
http://www.canadahelps.org/

A very big thank you to the following organizations and 
individuals who have made recent donations to HCLN: 

Armdale Fairview Rockingham Lions Club
Armdale Rotary Club

CIBC
Constance Glube

Literacy Nova Scotia
O’Regan’s Toyota Halifax

The Canadian Library Association
United Way Halifax



Journeys is dedicated to longtime friend of  literacy, 
Avril Lewis. 

In September 2011, Avril was presented with a provincial 
Community Literacy Volunteer Award for her years of  work with 
the Halifax Community Learning Network and more!

Nova Scotians have a strong and 
proud tradition of  volunteering as a 
fundamental way to contribute to society, 
and we know that our strength as a 
province depends on helping each other.  
Volunteers are essential to the success of  
community literacy programs, the adult 
learners and their communities. 

The Nova Scotia School for Adult 
Learning - Community Literacy 
Volunteer Award was created in 2001 
as a way for the Skills and Learning 
Branch to recognize exemplary volunteers 
for their valuable work and commitment 
to supporting learners in Nova Scotia.

This award is presented to an individual who has been nominated by his or 
her peers as a volunteer who has gone above and beyond the call of  duty in 
the field of  community-based literacy.  For 2011, the NSSAL Community 
Volunteer Award goes to Avril Lewis.

Avril Lewis stands out as one who truly embodies the spirit and passion of  
volunteerism and has been one of  the greatest assets to lifelong learning in 
our community. 

 Avril and her friend Barb at the Captain 
William Spry Library



The Halifax Community Learning Network (HCLN) is one of  
thirty-five community-based adult learning programs funded 
through the Nova Scotia Department of  Labour and Advanced 
Education’s Nova Scotia School for Adult Learning. 

HCLN offers free programs for adults at the Captain William Spry 
Public Library, Halifax North Public Library, Keshen Goodman 
Public Library and the Spring Garden Road Public Library.

If  you know someone who needs help improving their literacy 
skills or are interested in volunteering, please contact us at:

(902) 422-7648
hcln@ns.sympatico.ca

www.hcln.ca

For information about other learning opportunities in Nova 
Scotia, check out the new Nova Scotia School for Adult 

Learning web site at: 
www.goNSSAL.ca  or call 1-877-466-7725
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A volunteer Board of  Directors governs HCLN.
Thank you to the 2011-12 Board Members:

Joshua Judah - Chair

Constance Glube - Honourary Chair

Bonnie Boivan- Secretary

Lori Haines - Treasurer

Kacy Huang – Treasurer

Gary Mullins – Member at Large

Tracey Jones-Grant – Member at Large

Janice Hudson – Member at Large

Margaret Cameron – Member at Large

Sandy Crocker – Member at Large

Heather Kyte – Member at Large
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Introduction & Thanks 
by Denise Morley

Spring is my favourite 
time of  year: a season 
of  new beginnings, with 
a symphony of  frog 
songs every evening and 
of  course, the job of  
compiling the HCLN 
yearbook, which always 
brings me joy. Such great 
writing! From the poems 
and book reports to the 
stories of  overcoming 
huge challenges to attend upgrading, these are all tales of  courage 
and success. 

The title Journeys came easily this year as so many wrote about 
their learning journeys and in some cases the very real miles they 
have traveled to study with the Halifax Community Learning 
Network.  Chrystal Malay and Rick Gage waited many years to 
complete their journey toward achieving the GED. Toufic Lakis 
and Ben Yam See have come from far away to seek a new life 
in Halifax—and these are just a few examples of  the lifelong 
learning journeys we have shared in.

It is not only the students who learn with HCLN--- the volunteer 
tutors, program coordinators, instructors--- we all are on a journey 
of  learning together. Through our partnership with the Halifax 
Public Libraries, we were lucky to have access to the Reading 
Horizons program this year. As always, everyone was eager to 
learn how to use it through workshops with Andre Davey and 

Denise & Keith celebrate his excellent attendance record at 
the Spring Garden Road Library ALP
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Meredith Hutchings and on-line webinars and it has proven to be 
an excellent resource. Reading Horizons was only the beginning! 
Many attended Tutor Basics, a one-day introduction to the work 
of  a literacy tutor, math workshops with David Pilmer, the Learner 
Supports Conference in Truro, NSSAL presentations on Mental 
Health & Addictions and more than eighteen HCLN participants 
are presently taking the Literacy Nova Scotia Tutor & Practitioner 
Training Program—a big commitment for volunteers and staff, 
who often have to find the time to complete modules after a busy 
week of  work. 

Which brings me to the overwhelming task of  saying thank you 
to everyone who works with HCLN: overwhelming because 
there are so many who do so much. This year, Avril Lewis was 
honoured with a well-deserved Community Literacy Volunteer 
Award and she is one of  many who go above and beyond in their 
role as tutor. Valerie Cheel from the Keshen Goodman Library 
Adult Learning Program designed a blog for tutors; Sharon 
MacKinnon from Halifax North escorted her learner Larry 
MacIssac to the celebration in Truro. Sandra MacNeil of  the 
Captain William Spry Adult Learning Program approached her 
former employer CIBC, to make a donation to HCLN. NSCC 
instructor Bonnie Boivan is both a tutor and a board member 
and this year volunteered to help the GED students at CWS to 
become ‘test ready’. Tom Forsyth, Linda Stewart, Janet Copeland, 
Pat Robinson and Gordon Barnes all agreed to help tutor the 
GED students who were preparing to write the test in March and 
continue to do so with those who will write again in June. These 
are just a few examples of  the dedication those who volunteer 
with literacy bring to our programs and it is much appreciated.

Juggling volunteers, learners and much else, I am fortunate to 
work with a team of  dedicated Program Coordinators.  Pat 
Roberts did triple duty this year as an ELL Coordinator, Literacy 
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Coordinator, as well as working on the GED Spryfield Project—
and still managed to throw some great parties! Pat’s energy and 
organizational skills would be an asset to any organization and 
we are very lucky indeed to have her with us. Jen Hill shows great 
enthusiasm for both teaching and learning and is happy to share 
new ideas, websites and resources with us all. Always willing to 
do just ‘one more job’, Jen and Pat assisted with development of  
a Reading Horizons workshop at the recent LNS Conference. 
Noreen Battaglia continues to manage her small but dedicated 
group of  tutors and learners with patience and care. 

This year saw the return of  Linda Oakley who taught the GED 
class offered at the Captain William Spry Community Centre. 
Despite the challenges of  continuous student intake, a transit 
strike and the dreaded algebra, Linda handled the class with 
humour and grace. Jennifer Tower also returned from ‘retirement’ 
to assist with the task of  organizing the HCLN office—no small 
endeavor.  Thank you all so much!  

In addition to the stories of  challenge and success shared in this 
book, there are many others that took place this past year. There 
were a few students preparing to write a trade exam at NSCC, 
others were learning to use a computer or send their first e-mail. 
A partnership with Mount St. Vincent University allowed us to 
use Publish It! an online program that can be found at: http://
pub1.msvu.ca/
Others wrote for the Literacy Nova Scotia Learning Beacon: 
http://www.ns.literacy.ca/TheLearningBeacon/

I wish everyone all the best wherever your journey takes you. 
Have a wonderful summer and please, keep writing! See you in 
September. 
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It takes many groups and individuals to help make HCLN 
programs a success. 

A sincere thanks to the following for their efforts:

Amanda Bonaparte
Andre Davey
Anne Doggett
Angela Penny

Ann Marie Downie 
Avril Lewis

Bedford-Sackville Learning Network
Bookmark Book Store

Canadian Library Association
Carolyn Langlands

Chebucto West & Halifax Community Health Board
CIBC

Darla Muzzerall
Dartmouth Learning Network

David Hansen
David Pilmer

Elaine Frampton
Gord Gamble
Greg Corey

Halifax Public Libraries
Hannah Colville
Heather Lauther

Jane Baskwill
Jayne Hunter

Jenni Blackmore
Julie Wood

Karen Gatien
Kevin Crick
Kim Mundle
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Kristina Parlee
Literacy Nova Scotia
Lynne Wells-Orchard

Margo Tate
Marie David

Marlene Brown
Matthew McCarthy

Matt Likely
Meredith Hutchings

Micheline McWhirter
Michelle Thomasin

Mike Dowd
Minuteman Press Halifax

National Adult Literacy Database
Nova Scotia Business Inc. 

Nova Scotia School for Adult Learning
Oatmeal- Simple Graphic Design

Pat Campbell
Paul MacNeil

Radenka Vidovic
Ray Fernandes

Samantha Sternberg
Sara Gillis

Scott Taylor
Sherri Butcher
Sunday Miller

Tom Margeson
Tomek Oberik

Volunteer Canada
Wil Gamble
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Message from the Chair of the Board
by Joshua Judah

Congratulations to all the learners who participated in our 
programs and contributed to this yearbook.  It takes courage 
and determination to devote yourself  to any kind of  education 
program.  Returning to school after a long absence is especially 
brave.  The Halifax Community Learning Network has a fine 
group of  dedicated staff  and volunteers, but our most important 
driving force is the willpower of  individual students.

We at HCLN are very lucky to have such a wonderful group of  
volunteers.  All of  our volunteers lead very busy lives.  I find it 
particularly gratifying that HCLN enjoys the skill and commitment 
of  so many outstanding people.  This yearbook is evidence of  
your excellent work.

Our Board welcomed two excellent additions this year.  Heather 
Kyte of  Canada Post and Kacy Huang of  WBLI Chartered 
Accountants.  We appointed Kacy our Treasurer upon the 
retirement of  long-time HCLN volunteer, Lori Haines. Lori 
handled the accounting at HCLN for more than 5 years and 
deserves a very big thank you for her excellent work.

We would not have achieved anything this year without the 
dedication of  the amazing staff.  Jen Hill, Pat Roberts, Linda 
Oakley and Noreen Battaglia continue to do a great job.  This is 
remarkable, considering how few hours per week we are able to 
employ them.  There is no doubt that our success is the result of  
them contributing many volunteer hours.

Network Director Denise Morley’s incredible commitment to 
both HCLN and the cause of  adult education continues to be 
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astonishing and is much appreciated.

Finally, I would like to wish Ann Marie Downie well in her 
retirement.  Ann Marie was the long time Executive Director 
of  Literacy Nova Scotia.  Thank you, Ann Marie, for your great 
work for the cause of  adult literacy.  Your skill and dedication will 
be missed.

Message from Jen Hill 

Thank you everyone for 
another fantastic year of  
learning at Halifax North and 
Spring Garden Libraries! As 
always, it is such a pleasure 
working with all of  you.

It’s so rewarding to be part 
of  these programs and see 
everyone’s successes – reading 
a first novel, talking to a real 
author (!), researching and 
writing about a unique part 
of  Halifax, posting a book 
review on the library’s website, 
mastering fractions (or 
algebra!) or sending emails for 
the first time.

I am very lucky to have the opportunities I do to work with and 
learn from each tutor and learner in these programs – not to 
mention some fantastic co-workers!

Jen at the Halifax North Volunteer Week 
Celebration
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This year we have been fortunate to be able to use the Reading 
Horizons program. I have learned a lot from it, found answers 
and only come up with more questions. For me, this has year has 
changed the way I think about learning reading itself. It has been 
the start of  an interesting journey.  Like many of  our learners 
– and some tutors! - I have also recently completed part of  my 
“learning journey” as I graduated once again from Dalhousie 
University after many years of  upgrading my degree part-time.

I have definitely caught the “life-long learning bug”. Have you?  
I’m sure there will be more learning journeys in my future, and I 
hope also in yours.

Happy summer! All the best to all of  you in wherever your 
journeys take you.

Message from Patricia Roberts

“The more you read, the more 
things you will know.  The more 
that you learn, the more places 
you’ll go.”  - Dr. Suess

This was my fourth year as 
coordinator of  the adult literacy 
program at the Keshen Goodman 
Public Library and it was yet 
another successful year.  We had 36 
adults enter our program and have 
twenty-one learners who meet 

with tutors on a weekly basis.   Our extremely talented volunteer 
tutors make the program possible and they have volunteered 
about 1 500 hours this year.  Wow!  A giant THANK YOU goes 

Pat enjoys the Festive Potluck at the Keshen 
Goodman Library ALP
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to all of  them!

I also wore another hat this year, as coordinator of  our GED 
class at the Captain William Spry Centre in Spryfield.  We had 17 
students apply for the class and ended up with 7 solid students 
who studied very hard for the full 20 weeks of  the class.  The 
perseverance and work ethic of  these students was truly awe-
inspiring and I thoroughly enjoyed working with each and every 
one of  them.  Although not all of  them successfully passed the 
GED, those who didn’t continue to work hard on the test and 
plan to write it again soon.  Truly impressive! 

Our learners at Keshen Goodman continue to be a major source 
of  inspiration and we had several success stories this year.  We had 
one learner pass the GED in December and enroll in the Office 
Administration Program at the NSCC, starting in September.  He 
was also the recipient of  a learner award at the Literacy Nova 
Scotia conference in April.  Talk about proud – we couldn’t be 
happier for Mike!  Several learners posted stories in the LNS 
Learning Beacon and many more wrote wonderful submissions 
for our annual yearbook.  We also had learners use Publish It! 
to create stories, complete with colour pictures.  In addition, we 
had three learners make formal submissions to the LNS writing 
completion this winter.  Of  course many of  our learners worked 
diligently in mathematics as well and one of  our learners is telling 
time for the first time in his life!

Technology has been widely used this year to the benefit of  
many tutors and learners.  Laptops continue to be used in all 
the sessions and one of  our tutors has created a super blog that 
houses all of  our useful websites.  Thanks Valerie!   We had three 
licenses for Reading Horizons and had three learners at very 
different levels use it.  They all enjoyed it and one has completed 
the entire program.  We look forward to using it again next year.  
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Another big thanks goes to the fabulous staff  at the Keshen 
Goodman Library.  They are extremely helpful and pleasant and 
continuously make us feel welcome.  And of  course we have to 
thank Denise Morley for all that she does for us – from support 
to professional development to the yearbook to new resources, 
Denise does it all.  And all with a smile!  Thank you, thank you, 
thank you.

Have a wonderful summer and I hope to see you all in September!

Message from Noreen Battaglia

Tuesday evening at 
Captain William Spry. 
I am compelled to 
have an on-looking 
eye at the two groups 
working tonight. There 
is such concentration, 
commitment and 
enthusiasm with the 
revelations that come with 
those ah-ha moments in 

learning. I would not be able to tell learner from tutor or vise-
versa, all show the same effort and intelligence at work. I feel 
quietly inspired by the scene in front of  me. 

In my second year with CWS Adult Learning Program I feel more 
settled. I believe I have finally figured out how to balance the 
figures in my statistic report at the end of  the month. What a relief. 
I have been able to oversee learners and tutors on the Reading 
Horizons program and the feedback from all is that it’s been a 

Noreen & friends at the Captain William Spry ALP
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great tool for improving reading and spelling. Several of  us made 
books on the Publish It site. This program allowed us to bring 
in images and stories and print out professional looking books. 
Several from our group participated in the writing workshop with 
Jenni Blackmore. All commented on what a dynamic teacher she 
is and the writings from the group were sophisticated pieces of  
story telling. 

It’s always fun to get tutors together over coffee and a biscuit and 
discuss challenges and successes; best practices in teaching, look 
over resources and see what we remember from a workshop by 
taking turns presenting bits of  math or language lessons. 

Our group is small; we all have complex lives. Though as I look at 
the groups in front of  me tonight, I realize their commitment has 
been long standing and I know the GED test will be passed and 
reading and writing become stronger as the weeks pass. I know 
there is a caring group of  people here who have also taught me a 
lot as they allow me to oversee and give suggestions. 

It is with sadness that we say good-bye to Avril Lewis. She will 
take a break from tutoring next year and take some time to enjoy 
some of  her other interests. Also Kathy Johnstone is leaving not 
only our program but Nova Scotia. We will miss your enthusiasm 
and energy in the program Kathy and thank you for your 
commitment. Best to both of  you and please send a line to let us 
know how things are going!

As we complete our year and have our end of year acknowledgement, I am 
remembering six months ago, in December, when many of  us 
were new and came together in celebration of  the holidays. We 
wrote haiku poems in teams and here are some of  them:

Let the light shine in
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From the stars in sky above
Jesus is coming.

Very good to be here
Tutoring is a good time
Margaret makes good sweets!

and finally,

There was an old man
Who sang a song to his son
which is still sung now.

Happy summer everyone and thank you all so much.

Challenges
By Linda Oakley

We all face challenges big 
and small everyday of  our 
lives. When I accepted the 
job of  teaching a GED 
class at the Captain William 
Spry Centre in the fall of  
2011, I knew it would be 
a challenge but a good 
one. I had many years of  
teaching experience and 
had tutored individual 

students to prepare for the GED tests, but I had never taught a 
full GED class.

I was not the only one challenged by the GED class that ran 

Linda and some of  the GED Spryfield gang
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full-time from Monday to Thursday. Sometimes we forget 
that our learners face many challenges in trying to reach 
their academic goals. Many of  the students in the class had 
children and /or worked full or part time. Two individuals 
worked the night shift and still managed to show up for class 
at 9:30. Students would have to get their children ready for 
school before coming to class. Though they often struggled 
to get there, the learners were eager to work toward their goal 
of  getting the GED.

The experience of  teaching the class was very rewarding. An 
educator, as well as teach, should also learn from his/her 
students. I did learn much from this class! The learners and 
I navigated our way through the thick, heavy, and sometimes 
confusing GED book.  We unravelled the mysteries of  writing 
an essay, grammar, fractions, geometry, and the dreaded 
algebra!

The students got along very well and formed a cohesive unit. 
They supported and encouraged each other throughout the 
duration of  the class.

I would like to thank all the learners for their hard work 
and enthusiasm. I am also indebted to the volunteer tutors 
who assisted the students in achieving their goals. Gordon 
Barnes, Tom Forsyth, Janet Hollis, Pat Robinson, and Linda 
Stewart gave many hours of  their time. I would also thank Pat 
Roberts and Denise Morley of  HCLN for their work on the 
project. They all helped make my GED teaching experience 
an enjoyable one!
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My Journey
By Anne Elliott-Tomlinson

My journey began 
with a terrifying 
encounter with editing 
a newsletter. I have 
spent many years being 
a volunteer at Spencer 
House on Morris 
Street in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. This is a home 
away from home for 
many seniors. Two 
years ago, I decided to 

introduce a newsletter for Spencer House. This has brought me 
to share this story with you.

It was important to me to send news out to our community, 
encouraging healthy independent lifestyles through the 
promotion of  health and referral services, education and social 
programs.  Writing the newsletter, I had much insecurity, because 
my education was interrupted when I was young. I asked myself, 
“How can I improve my skills to become a writer?” I had many 
stories to tell about the people at the centre, but was worried that 
my spelling and grammar were not good enough.

Visiting the Library, I found the Adult Literacy Program. The 
program gave me the opportunity to achieve basic goals in writing, 
reading and spelling. I study together with my tutor Jennifer, for 2 
hours a week.  I am still on my learning journey at the library, and 
justifiably happy with my achievements.

Anne and her tutor Jennifer at the Spring Garden Road ALP
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Unfortunately, the newsletter has been put on hold at the moment.  
However, I think the newsletter would be well received. I am sure 
the seniors still miss the newsletter. It documented their journeys 
throughout their lives. It was good to write it down. They have 
lived incredible lives.

I am grateful for Jennifer, my tutor at the adult literacy program, 
for helping me express my thoughts on paper. I hope my learning 
journey will continue, as I have many stories to write!

Stories of Success: Rick Gage

Rick Gage’s three-decade journey toward achieving the GED is a 
story of  stress, frustration, red tape but most of  all perseverance 
and finally, success. It is also a lesson in what can be achieved 
when organizations work together.

I first met Rick several years ago at the Bedford-Sackville Learning 
Network. BSLN was not the first Adult Learning Program Rick 
had tried and it would not be the last. 

Rick left school involuntarily at age 15 and by the time he was 
17 he knew he needed more education to get ahead in life. 
What he didn’t know was that he had a Learning Disability that 
would go undiagnosed for many years and prevent him from 
easily passing the GED exam. In addition to community-based 
tutoring, over the years Rick tried programs offered by the Nova 
Scotia Community College, Flexible Learning Centre, NovaRead, 
Teamworks, the Sylvan Learning Centre—he was determined to 
receive his high school equivalency. In the midst of  all of  this, he 
wrote the GED test twice, and failed. He was frustrated but did 
not give up. 
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Those of  us who met Rick through the Adult Learning Program 
immediately suspected that he had an LD. He was smart, articulate 
and a hard worker but his reading and writing comprehension 
were very low. This slowed Rick’s progress and made it extremely 
challenging for him to tackle the GED curriculum. Eventually, he 
would be diagnosed with an LD in the area of  auditory analysis 
and sound processing which was a relief  for him to know but he 
was still a long way from passing the GED.

Rick had a very good reason for wanting to attain the GED. He 
needed it in order to continue working with the Halifax Water 
Commission. When he approached HCLN (for the third time) 
in 2009, he was feeling the pressure to keep his job as a Utility 
Operator and had been advised that in order to do so or get an 
increase in pay, he would need his High School Diploma. When 
he contacted HCLN, I told him I would do my best to help him 
and started looking into what supports might be available to 
assist a person with an LD who was employed and only able 
to study part time. This started a chain of  communication that 
would eventually involve Rick, his employer, his physician, the NS 
Department of  Community Services, Halifax Learning Centre / 
SpellRead, the Nova Scotia School for Adult Learning and of  
course HCLN. 

Many months and many phone calls, emails and forms later, Rick 
was approved to receive Vocational Crisis funding through the 
Department of  Community Services, which would allow him to 
attend SpellRead tutoring through the Halifax Learning Centre. 
Rick was assessed and it was agreed that he would start with 200 
hours of  phonics-based tutoring, attending for 20 hours per week 
on top of  his full-time job. 

Rick started studying to prepare for the GED again in October 
of  2009 and after working very hard, he was ready to write in 
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June of  2011. Because of  his LD, Rick was allowed to write each 
test individually and was given an audiotape of  the test questions. 
And here is the best news of  all—on June 22, 2011, more than 30 
years after he started his upgrading journey, Rick Gage passed the 
GED test and received his high school equivalency. He has since 
been promoted to Heavy Equipment Operator with the HRM 
Water Commission and continues to take part in work-related 
training programs to improve his skills. 

It is a testament to Rick’s perseverance that this story has such 
a happy ending. Despite all of  the challenges he faced over the 
years, and the mountains of  paperwork required to finally get the 
help he needed, he did not give up. Congratulations to Rick on 
his huge achievement—you are an inspiration to anyone who is 
struggling to reach their goal.

One Phone Call 
By Michael True

My journey started with something as 
simple as making a phone call.

In early 2011, I called around looking 
for a tutor to help me get my GED. I 
was given the number for Pat Roberts 
at the Keshen Goodman Public 
Library in Halifax.  Meeting Pat was 
truly a wonderful day, she immediately 
took action and found a great tutor 
for me, and her name is Peggy 
Smith.  I discussed with Peggy my 
goal of  achieving my GED and then 
continuing to further my education by 

 Mike receiving his award from MLA 
Lenore Zann
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enrolling at the NSCC to receive a better career in life for myself.

Peggy and I worked out a schedule to meet once a week for one-
on-one tutoring. We worked on my Mathematics and English 
Reading.  In December 2011, I wrote my GED and successfully 
achieved that goal with the diploma hanging proudly on my wall 
at home.   I have and been accepted to NSCC Waterfront Campus 
for the Office Administration certificate, starting in September 
2012.

I achieved my goal of  receiving my GED but my journey has 
not ended, it’s only just begun.  With making a simple phone call 
I met two great people whom I still call my friends, Pat Roberts 
and Peggy Smith. Thank you both.

In April, I traveled to Truro where I was presented with an award 
for my commitment to lifelong learning. What an honour! I am 
so excited to be starting college in September and am very glad I 
made that one phone call.

The River
By Melita Carvery-Jackson

When I think of  the River, it means to me
Going to another place, within yourself
Peaceful, relaxed, open, spiritual and open-minded.
Walking, peaceful places, nature, animals
Church, reading a good book
Finding yourself
Having a peaceful life, 
Positive things like hope and love.
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My Dream
By Margaret Naboi

I had a bad day. I am 
late to pick up my 
kids at daycare and 
I have to pay extra 
money. I am late 
because one of  my 
friends wanted a lift 
and when I pick up 
my kids, the traffic 
was so bad and I 
got a flat tire and my 
daughter upset but I 
make it through home. Then I have to cook the dinner and clean 
the house and after we are done eating my children clean the table 
then I do homework and I find math is not bad at all. I just have 
to understand the rule of  doing math.

Doing good at school. I mean you have to pass work in on time. 
I want to learn more English, more math and spelling, writing, 
reading. In this country, if  you don’t know how to write things 
down, then you cannot get the right job. Like me, I am trying to 
get the right job but I can’t. I try searching for a job on Google 
but all the jobs need a high school diploma and to get a high 
school diploma I have to work very hard. Sometimes it is not easy 
for an older person to learn quickly, it takes time to learn. Like 
me, I never go to school in my country because of  the war in my 
country. Sometimes I wish I were born in a country that did not 
have the war. Sometimes I see people here who did not finish 
school. I wonder what makes these people to not finish their 
school. If  I am those people, I should finish a long time ago and 

Margaret & Sandor at Halifax North
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then I can get a good job. It’s all about writing and reading. This 
is my dream. I wish one day it will come true.

Yearbook 2012 Story
By Frank Brown

I look forward to going to the 
library.
I go every Thursday and 
Friday.
I enjoy working with the 
people there - Jen, Jill and 
Shannon.
I enjoy reading at the library.
I really like working on the 
computer with my teachers.

I thank Jen very much for giving me the chance to learn.
I can write a note to a friend now.
When I first came here I had so much to learn.
And I want to keep on learning.

Literacy and the GED
By Kenda Smith

I am enrolled in the literacy program at the Keshen Goodman 
library.  This program is very important, not only to me but to 
many people.  If  this program was not in place, I would not be 
on my way to getting my GED.  So thank you to all of  the people 
who come in and help all of  us every week.

Frank & Gillian working together
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Toronto Trip
By Ben Yam See

It was a long holiday 
weekend so I decided to 
go to Toronto by myself. 
First I had to book my 
air ticket online, from 
Halifax to Toronto the 
cost was $545 for the 
round-trip. This was my 
first time to visit Toronto, 
so I was very excited.
On Friday at 3:30 pm, 
I took the flight from 
Halifax International Airport. On the plane, I saw beautiful 
landscape from the window. When I landed at Toronto 
International Airport, it was 5:30pm Halifax time, but in Toronto 
was still 4:30 pm. After I left the airport, I took a bus to Home 
Hotel at 31 Jade Street. The cost was 20 Canadian dollars per-
night. After I checked in, I put down my bag and took a short 
rest. 

Then I went out again to find some Chinese food for my dinner. 
When I walked around, I felt I was back in Singapore, because 
in this place the shop names are all in Chinese and also there 
were a lot of  Chinese people. They speak Chinese, which is my 
mother language, and they were very friendly to me. I took a lot 
of  pictures in this area.  

The second day in the morning I took bus to Victoria Park 
Station, and from the station I took the train to Spadina Station. 
From there, I took the Subway train or streetcar to China Town. 

Ben and his tutor Jane at Halifax North
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In China Town there are a lot of  Asian nations, like Vietnamese, 
Korean, Japanese and people come from all over Asia. I also 
went to the iconic Canadian National Tower, which is the second 
tallest freestanding structure in the world. There was a glass 
elevator to the top. The view was incredible and there was a glass 
floor, which for some was very scary to walk on. There was also 
a revolving restaurant, which offered spectacular views as the sun 
set over the city.

The third day I decided to go to Niagara Falls. Niagara Falls is 
a Canadian city on the Niagara River in the Golden Horseshoe. 
Across the Niagara River is Niagara Falls, New York. Unfortunately 
I didn’t have the time to look around, because I had to fly back 
to Halifax. 

After my three-day trip, I felt that I still like living in Halifax. Life 
in one of  the largest cities of  Canada, Toronto I found was too 
much for me -too much entertainment and life there is too fast. 
Now I feel life in Halifax is more safe, comfortable, and calm. I 
will spend all my life here.

A Big Step
By Matthew Allison

I’d like to tell you what was my reason for coming to the Adult 
Literacy Program.   It was because I wanted to get help with my 
reading in order to better myself.  For years I wouldn’t pick up a 
book, not even to look at one. But since the time I have started 
with the program, I have found it changed my life and me.

While I was a student in school I was insecure about my reading, 
mostly when reading out loud.
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I used to think all the other students would start laughing at 
me.  But my skills have gotten better and now I enjoy reading.  I 
increased my time with the ALP to two days a week so that I can 
also work on my math skills.  Now I’m looking forward to a new 
start at the Nova Scotia Community College where I’ll be taking 
the metal fabrication course.

Thanks to some of  my family members for the talks and help 
that gave me the confidence for a big step.

I Am A Volunteer
By Evangeline Brown

I get a big reward from 
volunteering.  I help people 
that don’t have much.  I am 
a good knitter, and I love to 
knit and crochet.  I make 
afghans, which I donate, to 
the Mission for Seamen and 
nursing homes.  I make hats 
and booties for the babies at 
the I.W.K. Hospital.  I have 
made quilts for the seniors 
and my friends.  My main 
goal is to learn to read and write.

My Education
By Stella Hajinour

My name is Stella and I have been attending at Cunard Learning 

Evangeline & Carol Ann relaxing at the Keshen 
Goodman Festive Potluck
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Centre since 2010. I decided to continue my education and 
have been accepted to NSCC Nova Scotia Community College 
in Halifax, beginning in the fall of  2012. When my studies 
are complete I will have a few options. One might be ECE 
management and another might be within the travel industry. 

My education means everything to me. I thank you all who helped 
me to achieve my goals including Adult Literacy at Halifax North 
Library, which I also attended every week since 2010. I look 
forward to in my bright future.

My Review of “The Stalker” 
By Margaret Kelbrat

The book is called “The 
Stalker” by Gail Anderson-
Dargatz. I liked the book 
because it was interesting 
to read about the characters 
and their kayak trips in the 
caves. I also liked the book 
because it takes place in 
British Columbia. I liked 
all the characters because 
they are all different. At 

the end of  the story, they were brave when facing the stalker. 
I recommend this book because the best part is finding out the 
mystery. I was surprised by the ending. I also liked the book 
because it was challenging.

Margaret and her tutor Angie at the Spring Garden Road 
Library ALP
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My Journey Into Martial Arts
By Keith Finn

I got interested in martial arts after seeing the first Bruce Lee 
movie. I got really interested in a Japanese form of  martial arts 
when I was around twelve years old. I was more interested in it 
than my friends. I trained hard for about two years but got away 
from it for a long time. At the age of  forty-six I got in to a really 
good style of  martial arts called Choi Kwang Do. A Korean man 
invented this style on his own about forty- five years ago.

I take classes here in Halifax. I go to classes two to three times a 
week. It is so much fun, especially breaking boards. It increases 
your self-confidence so much and you really feel good that you 
can defend yourself. My goal is to get my black belt. I have been 
in to it for almost three to four years. I have reached the level 
of  blue belt and getting ready for blue belt senior. I am going 
to work hard to get my black belt within a year. I would advise 
anybody to get involved in martial arts. It can change your life for 
the better.

Fishing
By Shawn Painting

One of  my favourite hobbies is 
fishing. I like fishing because it is 
peaceful, relaxing and fun. I like 
getting up early in the morning 
and going to the lake to fish and 
seeing the smoke on the water. I 
find that fishing is like a waiting 
game; sometimes you can fish all 

Shawn & Meghan working together at the 
Captain William Spry ALP
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day and not catch anything. And sometimes you can catch a fish 
on the first cast. 

When I go fishing, I sometimes catch big fish and small fish. I 
often throw the small fish back in the water so they can grow up 
to be big fish. I keep the big fish to eat. I really like eating fish, 
it is good for you and it tastes really good too. Fish are high in 
protein and vitamins. Some of  the types of  fish I like to catch are 
bass, mackerel, rainbow trout and speckled trout. I have never 
caught a salmon but I went fishing for them many times. I find 
that salmon tastes a bit like trout but salmon are much bigger. 
The best part about fishing is catching something.

The Night the Titanic Went 
Under the Sea
By Ronnie Holesworth 

The Titanic was the nicest ship ever built. The Titanic had a lot 
of  great things on the ship. She had a ballroom and kitchen. The 
staircase was huge and the deck was big to walk on. The ship 
was a very big ship. The ship was unsinkable because Thomas 
Andrews who designed the ship, was telling people onboard 
that the Titanic would never sink. The ship did not have enough 
lifeboats onboard for everyone on the Titanic. 

The Titanic was on her way to New York City. The Titanic never 
made it to New York, it hit an iceberg out in the Atlantic Ocean 
off  of  Newfoundland. They could not pass by it even though 
they tried everything to stop the ship from hitting the iceberg. 
When the ship got into trouble that night she started taking on 
water throughout the ship’s deck and in the cabins.
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The crew got life jackets ready for everyone onboard. The captain 
went down with the ship. He was the nicest captain who ran the 
ship. In the end the ship sank that night off  of  Newfoundland. 
The ship broke in half  and sank to the bottom of  the ocean floor.  

DVD report on “Paris Texas”
By Dustin Cole

(A) Characters
(1) Travis is the main 
character. He doesn’t speak 
for a while at the beginning 
of  the movie
(2) The German doctor: 
He helps Travis.
(3) Walter: Travis’s brother
(4) Walter’s wife: She is very 
friendly and has a French 
accent
(5) Travis’s wife: Travis leaves her four years before.
(6) Hunter: He’s Travis’s son between seven or eight years old

(B) Setting:
The Mojave dessert, then in L.A.
Year: Takes place in the seventies.
(C) Plot
(1)Travis Meets a German Doctor while in the Desert.
(2)The Doctor helps Travis find out who he is, by looking through 
his belongings.   
(3)Travis’s brother finds him in the desert; Walter takes Travis 
to a few motels he still says nothing, yet Travis walks away a few 
times.

Dustin and Sandor working together
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(4) Walter is taking Travis to his house and suddenly on the way 
Walter says “are you going to talk or am I going to do all talking?” 
Travis says “Paris” then Walter says “what?” then, Travis explains 
that their father used to make a joke. 

My Brother
By Darlene Coulstring

In January of  this year, I 
received a letter from a Ms. 
Douglas. Ms. Douglas works 
for the Halifax Adoption 
Agency. She wrote me, to 
inform me that I have a 
brother. I wrote letters to my 
newfound brother and gave 
them to Ms. Douglas so that 
she could pass them on to 
him. After awhile, she gave 

my brother my name and telephone number. 

My brother called me and told me a lot about himself. He also 
told me that he lives in Sydney, N.S. A few weeks later, he called 
me and told me he was coming to Halifax and that he would like 
to visit. He came to see me in August. I was glad to see him and 
we talked all about family. He also took me to McDonalds for 
lunch. After lunch, we went back to my apartment and talked 
some more. He also met some of  my friends. Next time he visits 
Halifax, I hope to see him again. 

My brother emailed me pictures of  our time together. During 
our visit I found out that my natural mother is no longer living. 

Darlene shares one of  her stories at the Spring Garden 
Road Library ALP
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However, I may have more siblings and my natural father may 
also be alive. Perhaps one day, they will be found and I will have 
a chance to meet them too. 

Stories of Success: Larry MacIssac

Two years ago, after 
saying for some time 
that he never wanted to 
use a computer, Larry 
MacIssac bought a 
computer and quickly 
learned to use it. 

It was absolutely 
amazing to see Larry’s 
progress once he set his 
mind to this task. Every 
week he came in and told us about the new things he had done. 
Larry quickly learned to save the pictures he had taken on his 
phone, use email, use Facebook and search for information on 
the internet. He is now more familiar with the computer than 
many tutors, but still wants to know more. Larry’s new computer 
skills have opened many doors for him and helped him integrate 
reading and writing into his daily life.

This year, Larry has begun using the Reading Horizons program 
and has spent over 67 hours, mostly at home, on the program to 
date. Larry is currently partway through chapter 4 of  6. His tutors 
see lots of  improvement in his reading and writing skills. Larry 
also is happy to provide valuable feedback on how the program 

 Larry celebrates his success with Denise and his tutor, Sharon
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works (– I’ve learned a lot from him!) Larry hasn’t stopped here 
either; he recently purchased a book on budgeting and personal 
finance and plans to read it carefully – twice. He has also made 
great progress in understanding fractions.

Larry’s attendance is excellent and commitment to the program 
is remarkable. No matter the challenges of  his full-time work 
schedule, hours and other commitments, Larry rarely misses a 
tutoring session and always has a positive attitude.  In April, Larry 
traveled with his tutor Sharon to Truro where he was presented 
with an award at the Literacy Nova Scotia conference. 

Congratulations, Larry!

A Memorable Person
By Carolyn Goyetche

My memorable person 
was my Grandmother. 
She married my 
Grandfather when she 
turned twenty years old. 
My Grandfather worked 
as a fisherman and had 
a boat called The Maria. 
They moved from Cape 
Augot to Petit De Grat, 
which is located in Cape 
Breton. There they 
raised their 10 children 
and one of  the sons 

they had was my father. In the summertime, my parents and I 

Carolyn receives her Certificate of  Completion for attending the 
creative writing workshop with Jenni Blackmore
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would go to Cape Breton to visit my grandparents.

They lived in a little white house with a large flower garden and 
a stone walkway. It was enclosed by a white picket fence. On the 
side of  the house, there was a swing. My sister and I loved to go 
on the swing with my grandmother.

She would talk about what life was like when she was growing up. 
She told us about how she and my grandfather met and how she 
had to ask for permission to marry my grandfather even though 
she was twenty years old.

My grandmother would also tell us how she had to milk the cows 
before she went to school. She would have to walk a mile to go 
to school everyday and on the weekends she would have to go to 
religion class every Saturday. On Sunday, she would have to go to 
Sunday school.

After my grandfather passed on, my Uncle and Aunt that were 
living in Cape Breton looked after my Grandmother until her 
death in 1985 at the age of  96. She was the matriarch of  the 
Goyetche family in Petit De Grat. After my Grandmother passed 
away, my Aunt and Uncle were left the house. When they both 
passed away, the house went to my Uncle that lived in the United 
States. He did not look after the house so it became run down. 

My brother, who lives with me, went to Cape Breton in the summer 
and took pictures of  Grandma’s house. The garden is gone and 
the picket fence is no more. My brother said that it is run down 
on the inside the house as well. I will always have my memories 
of  going down to Cape Breton to see my Grandparents. 
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My Learning Journey
By Heather Myatt

I am on a learning journey. I heard about the Adult Literacy 
Program from a personal care worker at my home. I was nervous 
to start the program. I did not know what kind of  teacher I would 
have. I have had four tutors. All have taught me different things 
and in different ways. 

My goals were that I wanted to be able to read about animals and 
to be able to handle my own money. My tutor says money is math 
so then I became interested! I am learning adding and subtracting 
using play money. I am reading better than I did before. I have 
learned to enjoy poems. I have even written some!

The most important thing that I have learned on my journey is 
that I now have the confidence to learn and try new things.

Jane Eyre By Charlotte Bronte
By Jane Landry

Characters:  Jane,  Mrs. 
Sarah Reed,  Mrs. Temble, 
Mr. Brocklehurst  Mr. 
Rochester, Helen Burns,  
Mrs. Alice Fairfax, Grace 
Poole,  Adele Eliza, John 
and Georginna, Jane’s 
cousins.

Plot: It is about Jane Eyre 
when she is a little girl. She 

 The two Janes working together
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gets into trouble with her cousin. The doctor asks her if  she is 
happy. She tells the doctor she not happy so her family sends her 
to Lowood School for Girls. The meals are terrible and the eighty 
girls go hungry, without supper. 

In the morning they meet Miss Temble. She is kind and gives the 
girls bread and cheese and tea at break time. Mr. Brocklehurst 
looks after the school the girls are dressed in old brown dresses 
in cloth material that is not very warm to wear in the winter. Lots 
of  the girls died from starvation. Then Mr. Brochklehust sells 
the school and it became a better place. Jane worked and got her 
teachers degree. Jane sent an advertisement to the paper. And 
later received a note from Mr. Rochester in Thornfield Hall so 
she left the school and went to Thornfield Hall to teach. Adele 
Varens, a young French girl.

One day she is out walking when she meets a man on a horse. 
The horse slips and falls on the ice and Jane helps the rider back 
on the horse. Later on she meets the same man at Thornfield 
Hall. He is Mr. Edward Rochester master of  the house.

One night Jane wakes up and smells smoke and she goes into Mr. 
Rochester’s bedroom and finds his bed is on fire. He is asleep she 
throws a pitcher of  water on the bed. He wakes up and jumps 
out of  bed. Jane’s saves his life and falls in love with him. Later 
she finds out that he is already married to a woman named Bertha 
Mason who is mentally ill. So Jane decides to leave.

Jane is cold and hungry. She sits on the step of  a stranger’s house.  
The maid tells her to go away, but the owners take her in the 
house. She is very sick. And sleeps for three days.

She finds out the owners, Diana, Mary and St. John Rivers are her 
cousins. St. John wants her to go to India and teach the children 
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and marry her. But she has inherited money for her uncle and she 
is rich now. She leaves and goes back to Thornfield Hall.

When she gets there she finds the house burned down. And Mr. 
Rochester is blind. His wife burned down the house and jumped 
from the roof  and died. She marries him and they have three 
children and later his sight, comes back in one eye. He said at 
least I can see you again.

My Kitten, Cuddles
By Deborah Hemeon

On November 15, 2002, I 
adopted my first kitten; I 
was working at the time.  I 
went up and got the kitten 
right after work.  The guy 
who gave me the kitten told 
me that it was a tomcat.  I 
thought the name Cuddles 
would be nice, so I named 
it Cuddles.  It was a cute 
kitten, all black, so tiny and 

it was only 4 weeks old.  I put it in a small box and I brought it 
home.  On my way home I stopped at the Superstore.  I bought 
it food, a litter pan and a bag of  litter.  

When the kitten was 6 weeks old I took it to the vet to get it a 
check up and to get its first needles and booster shot, and to the 
have kitten fixed so it couldn’t have babies.  When I got to the 
vet’s office, I told the vet that the guy who gave the kitten to me 
told me that the kitten was a he.  I told the vet that the guy was 

Lina and Deborah working together at the Keshen 
Goodman Library ALP
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drinking when he gave me the kitten; so to make sure that it was 
a tomcat I asked the doctor if  he could check for me.  So he 
turned the kitten upside down and checked and he told me that 
the kitten was a she.  I had already given her the name Cuddles, 
which was a she cat name anyway, so it all worked out.  

There was only one problem, she didn’t get enough milk from 
her mother, so I couldn’t get her to eat or use her litter box – her 
bowels wouldn’t move.  So I called the Veterinarian Hospital, and 
they told me that I would have to buy formula that was like her 
mother’s milk.  They also told me to put her in lukewarm water 
and to take a piece of  paper towel and wet it in the lukewarm 
water and pat her bum with it.  I tried it and it worked.  Cuddles 
wouldn’t look at soft cat food, but she loved crunching on hard 
cat food.  

Two days later she went into the bathroom and had a bowel 
movement in front of  her litter box on the floor.  I went in the 
bathroom and picked it up with a scoop and I put it into her litter 
box.  I covered it with some litter and put her nose down to it 
and made her smell it, and ever since she started going to her 
litter box. 

I learned that it cost quite a bit of  money to have a cat.  Things 
got destroyed and broken.  She is quite a responsibility but she is 
also a lot of  company, and I would miss her if  she weren’t there.

My Grandmother
By Melita Carvery-Jackson

This is my Dad’s mother, so my grandmother.  She is in her 
favourite place, the kitchen.  Trevez, my grandson always looks 
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at her picture and asks who 
that is.  I say that it is Great 
Great Nanny Viola.  She was 
my life.  She was everything 
to me.  She is the reason 
why I am the person I am 
today.  She brought me up 
from when I was a baby to 
the time that I was ten.  I 
was very spoiled.  My cousins 
and family remind me of  that 
even today.  Her husband, 
my step grandfather, the only 

one I really knew, spoiled me too.  He taught me how to ride my 
first bike.  He took me to the Commons. 
 
I used to play music on the wall with my hands in the kitchen.  So 
I had a little set of  bongos, a guitar, an organ and a fold up record 
player, like a suitcase to carry around.

Every month we would go to the bank and I would have to put 
my money there. She would sort out all the money into quarters 
and dimes.  At Christmas time she used to make a pudding.  It 
was so good, when you put the custard sauce on it. I can still 
smell it.

Stormey
By Margaret Martin

We have a new dog.  His name is Stormey.  We got him in January.  
He came from California.  He is a TMT which means Toy 
Manchester Terrier but he is trouble! He looks like a Doberman 
but he is little.  He is ten pounds fully grown.  He is a very busy 

Nanny Viola
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dog and he is fast.  He is into everything that is on the floor even 
if  you drop it by mistake.  He likes the baby’s toys, shoes, hats, 
napkins and he chews everything.  He also likes to play with his 
own toys.  They are a ball, mouse, raccoon, ring toss, and he even 
had a toy wiener dog but he chewed it to bits. He likes to play 
with my grandson, Cashton.  They will chase each other around 
the room like two speeding bullets.  

Stormey likes to eat green peppers and bananas for his treats. He 
could be asleep and when he smells food or hears the top off  the 
cookie jar, he will wake up.  Stormey is a good dog if  he didn’t 
chew everything. He likes people and he likes to greet everyone 
at the door.  He will bark at them until he gets to know them.  He 
is very special to us.  

My Learning Journey
By Marie MacDonald

My life is picture perfect 
– well, almost.  I never 
received my high school 
diploma.  I quit school 
twenty-five years ago due 
to personal problems – a 
decision which left me alone 
and scared, and forced me 
to support myself  on a 
series of  minimum-wage 
jobs.  Fifteen years ago I found an excellent, well paying job and 
my life changed considerably.  

Although I’ve been very comfortable, there is still something 

Marie and the giant GED curriculum!
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missing – that piece of  paper that I keep harping to my children 
about:  “Stay in school because your diploma is the first step to 
the rest of  your life.  The opportunities will be endless!”  I repeat 
it to them over and over like a recorded message.  I am living 
proof  that good grades are not a guarantee that you’ll graduate.  
If  only I had taken my own advice all those years ago!

Now at forty years of  age, I am basically starting all over, and am 
struggling on a day-to-day basis, juggling a full-time job, caring 
for three children, a husband, a home, and studying for the GED.

My life can be summed up in one word – overwhelming!  Despite 
this, I am determined.  Now that my studies are well under way, 
I realize that this journey isn’t just about getting the GED.  It 
is about learning and becoming more involved in my children’s 
education.

So, now I have two goals.  I may not be able to change the past, 
but I can certainly change my future.  I can do it.  I will do it, and 
I will prove it.

A special thanks to my tutors, my mom, husband and my beautiful 
children.  I could not do this without you!

The Best Job I’ve Ever Had
by Vernon Sawler

The best job I have ever had was in construction. I was so happy 
when I got my pay cheque; it was fair.

When I started working in construction, my job was flagging and 
signing other sites. If  you don’t know what a flagger is, it is when 
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you’re holding a stop and go sign to direct traffic and a radio to 
contact the other workers on the site. 

A signer’s job is also driving the truck. We also set up and tear 
down the site, barrels, cones, paddles, radios etc. Next time you 
see a construction site, take notice.

Cinderella Man 
By Keith Finn

The book, Cinderella 
Man, is the story of  a 
heavyweight boxer named 
James T. Braddock who 
lived in New York City in 
the early 1900s.

In the late 1920s times 
were good. Braddock 
won his 27th fight and he 
was very successful. Then 
the recession hit the 
U.S.A. in 1929 and people lost all of  their jobs and became very 
poor. By 1932 Braddock’s family lost all of  the boxing money 
because of  the recession. Times were not good. Braddock finally 
lost his fighting licence and his family hit terrible times. Braddock 
was really determined to fight again because the money he could 
make from boxing could get him and his family out of  poverty. 

In 1934 Braddock got a second chance to start fighting again. 
Braddock made a comeback in boxing and became a contender 
for the heavy weight boxing championship of  the world.

Keith & his tutor Hilary at the Spring Garden Road 
Library
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I think people would like to read this book because it’s a true 
story. If  anybody loves to read a good book, especially if  you are 
into boxing it is a really good read. There is so much good action 
you want to keep reading more and more. 

Springtime
By Irene-Ann Hinde

It is that time of  year 
again.  The days are getting 
brighter outside. The 
flowers are coming up 
slowly and the buds on the 
bushes and the trees are 
opening after a few warm 
days.  It’s nice to hear the 
birds chirping outside my 
window in the morning.  
One bird comes back every 
spring.  We never see it, but 
we hear it. 

Now is the time to start gardening.  The bikes are coming out of  
storage and ready to be used. I see more runners as the weather 
gets better.

Spring is a time to be thankful for the beauty and the things God 
has provided for us in this world, but not only in spring the whole 
year.  We have a beautiful world to live in, and we should be very 
proud of  our country.

Irene-Ann and her mother enjoy a party at the Spring 
Garden Road Library
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Book Report
by Jane Landry

The Dare is a book by John Boyne, which is set in a town in 
England.

It all happened when Danny’s mother had a car accident, she hit a
young child. He was taken to the hospital in a coma. Danny 
doesn’t understand why his father is upset. Danny’s brother is 
away at university. Danny’s father yells at him so he ran away from 
home and goes to live in the street.

He is there for three days and faints from hunger and lands in the
hospital. He comes home and apologizes to his family. Later the 
family gets a call from the hospital and are told Andy is out of  
the coma and is going to be all right. Then the family is going to 
be all right and Danny’s brother is visiting and everything is back 
to normal.

I thought the book was very interesting. A well-written family 
story full of  love and courage and very moving.

The Dare is available at www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca

Stories of Success: Chrystal Malay

Chrystal joined the GED class in Spryfield in the fall of  2011 
determined to rearrange her busy life to succeed in passing the 
GED test this year.

When she was young, Chrystal loved learning but due to family 
issues, attended 14 schools before falling behind and quitting 
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after grade 9. Many years 
and 5 children later, she 
decided to finally take 
the time for herself  and 
attend an upgrading 
program. 

Chrystal is employed 
as a lunch monitor at 
Rockingstone School so 
her first challenge was to 
get permission from her 
boss to miss work for 20 

weeks. Because she is such an excellent employee, they were glad 
to support her return to learning. 

Chrystal proved to be a great help to the GED instructor and 
others in the class, always ready to offer support and suggestions 
to those in need. A longtime resident of  Spryfield, Chrystal is 
an excellent source of  information about the community and is 
active with the Healthy Kids Program, Family SOS and much 
more. In fact she left the first interview for the GED class armed 
with posters to distribute to help spread the word. 

 Chrystal wrote the GED exam in March and passed 4 out of  5 of  
the tests, scoring 420 in math, which has always been her weakest 
subject. She did not give up though, and continued to meet with 
her tutor, Linda Stewart, twice a week to practice her math skills. 
In addition to all her of  work with the often daunting GED 
curriculum, Chrystal also took a CPR course and was honoured 
with an award for her persistence at a ceremony in Truro in April. 
Chrystal rewrote the math section of  the GED in May and 
we were thrilled to hear that she passed with a score of  470. 
Linda Stewart summed up what we all believe: Chyrstal was so 

Chrystal & her tutor Linda taking a break from GED 
studies
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determined and worked at this diligently. She’s simply amazing, 
and she was a joy to work with. We had good time and had lots 
of  laughs along the way.

Now that Chrystal has her GED, she plans to work as a Teaching 
Assistant which she will do come September. We have no doubt 
she will be successful in whatever she puts her mind to!

The Mooseheads Playoffs Start
By Ronnie Holesworth

I thought that the Halifax Mooseheads had a great run in the 
playoff  season. They played very well at home ice and on the 
road. As well, the fans never gave up on the Mooseheads.  When 
they were in the playoffs they also had some big challenges. They 
had a tough time when they played at home. The Moose had 
some injuries so that’s what hurt them but I never gave up on 
them. 

The Moose will try and rebuild their team next year but they are 
a great hockey team in Halifax. They beat the Moncton Wild 
Cats on the road. The Moose played very well with Moncton. 
Then they came home to face other teams in the Q. I watched 
the Moose so many times play on the ice and on the road. I 
cheered the Mooseheads on. They are the greatest hockey team 
that Halifax ever had. 

The new face of  the hockey team is Nathan Mackinnon. He 
is a great player for the Moose. So the end of  the season the 
Mooseheads played Rimouski. That team really had the power 
but the Mooseheads had great time playing in the playoffs. The 
game ended in an overtime win for Rimouski. They won the 
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game 3 - 2. The fans were hoping for the Mooseheads to win the 
whole season. The Rimouski took the win so that’s the team that 
put the Mooseheads out of  the playoffs season. They made the 
semifinals as well but we think they did very well.

Our Walk up the Joseph Howe Path
By Sarah Holesworth

On a warm sunny day in 
May,  my husband Ronnie 
and I and our best friend 
Tyrone went exploring up a 
path that once was a railway 
track. We had a great time. 
There were lots of  people 
on their bikes and on their 
roller blades and people 
walking their dogs as well. 

My brother and sister- in -law told us about the path and how far 
it goes. One part of  it goes way out to Bayers Lake and another 
part goes out to Tantallon and the South Shore. The three of  
us walked past where the paved path ended and started walking 
on the dirt path. During our walk we came to a path that lead to 
some neat water fall that was coming from a city water collection. 
There was a stream below it that was beautiful so we took some 
pictures of  us near it. 

Along the way back home we saw a man walking his two 
whippets, which is a type of  dog breed that were race dogs they 
were beautiful dogs. One of  his dogs was retired from racing and 
the other one was still in races. His dogs were brothers. It was so 

Sarah & Ronnie on their walk together
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peaceful in some parts of  the path that you could actually hear a 
pin drop. The three of  us had a great day.

My Story of Being a Fighter
By Theo (Toufic) Lakis

How many times must 
a person start again? 
How positively directed 
has he/she to be? How 
would it be possible for 
him/her to forget the 
past and be completely 
focused on the future?
I was born in Lebanon 
in 1971; I was only 
4 years old when the 
spark of  the civil war 
began. Point zero was 

few meters away from where I lived.

I grew up with war on TV every night, hiding from bomb shells, 
but not their sound that still rings in my ears. 

We spent our time in shelters playing cards, backgammon or 
playing guitar on bombing tones but not tunes. Parents were on 
the radios and their nerves were frayed and raw.

We were only able to go to school when a cease-fire happened. 
Some students couldn’t make their way back home, because some 
didn’t adhere to the cease-fire.

Toufic shares his musical talent at the Keshen Goodman 
Volunteer Week Party
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No aims, hopes and dreams were possible. We lived for the day, 
and we listened to the news full of  lies which tried our patience.

We thank our Dad, who played a major role in keeping my brother 
and me away from all the warring parties. We took neither side in 
the war, nor participated in any party.

Briefly, the end of  the bombing was in 1990, but another 
economical, political and regional war started. It kept the country 
unsafe, without much promise for the future.

In 1992, I had the chance to start working for a food company, 
and then in 1997 the company went bankrupt because customers 
didn’t fulfill their payments.

Then I worked for a business centre starting in 1997 and resigned 
in 1999 because of  no career advancement.

I joined an advertising company in 1999, then they transferred me 
to Kuwait, and this was my first step outside Lebanon, business 
wise.

From Kuwait back to Lebanon in 2001, then to the telecom 
industry in Saudi Arabia in 2003, then to Bahrain in 2006, then 
to Saudi Arabia in 2006 till 2011. I also roamed in Qatar, UAE, 
Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Cyprus and Greece.

I got married in 2003, my lovely daughter Thea was born in 2005, 
and I landed in Canada in 2010 where my dear son Andrew was 
born.

Today, I’m facing another start from scratch.

In my past career, I filled the positions of  General Manager, 
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Managing Director, Sales and Operations Manager and Business 
Development Manager. Now I’m promoted to a Pizza Delivery 
Man.

Studying for the GED is in line with supporting my new beginning. 
I’m ready to have another round in fighting for life.

Eastern Shore Fishing Boats
By Robert Lowe

The fishermen drive Cape Islander 
boats.
They buy their licenses for fishing. 
They make their own lobster traps 
to catch lobsters. 
The men go out to fish lobsters.
When they come home they sell 
their fish and lobsters. 
They take extra people to help 
them.
They pull their boats up for the 
winter. 
The lighthouse helps fisherman 
back when it’s foggy.

The Home Invasion 
By Margaret Kelbrat

I like the book Home Invasion by Joy Fielding. I like the characters, 
especially Kathy, Jack and Lisa. Kathy was brave. She made me 

Robert and Jen at the Spring Garden Road 
ALP
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want to keep reading the book. It has a surprising ending. The 
book was long and challenging for me. I like to read a book that 
is a good challenge. I recommend this book because it is exciting. 

My Travels
By Julie Stanhope

I am a four-time world 
champion figure skater.  
I went to different 
places in different parts 
of  the world to take 
part in competitions. We 
went to Reno, Nevada in 
1989, Salzburg in 1992, 
Anchorage, Alaska in 
2001, and then we went 
to Nagano, Japan in 
2005. We got our first 
passports for these trips.

While we were in Anchorage, Alaska, we saw moose crossing the 
road when we were on the bus. I shopped at JC Penney with my 
mom. I bought my first suit, it was nice and blue.

Seven years ago I broke my leg before I went to Nagano, Japan. 
It happened October 1, 2004. I had to go for an operation, and 
then I got back on my feet.

In Nagano, Japan there were lots of  fans. They came running 
after the bus. Lots of  kids asked for my autograph. We visited 

Julie and her tutor Janet enjoying the party at the Keshen 
Goodman Library
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Elementary schools and played games.

There were wooden houses. The tubs ran automatically and the 
sinks and toilets ran automatically.

I bought a souvenir. There were Japanese stores. We ate lots of  
different foods. Their McDonald’s menu and everything was in 
Japanese language.

There was a Disneyland. We saw a green tea ceremony. We went 
to see a temple. There was a sumo wrestler. There were a prince 
and princess. They watched us perform. 

In 1992, we were in Salzburg. We got to see a castle where The 
Sound of  Music was made.

In the middle of  the city, close by the churches and castle, there 
were lots of  headstones. I felt like I was walking on some dead 
body. They had lots of  German music I never heard of. They 
played Mozart too. We had German food. We had nice breakfasts 
and lunch.

In Reno, Nevada, in 1989, I got to see Patrick Swayze at the rink. 
I sat on his knee. We went to see a movie set where Gunsmoke 
was made. I wanted to live there. I didn’t want to come home.

I had lots of  fun when I traveled and met lots of  new friends.
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About My Family
By Kenneth McDow

When I was growing up I lived in the North end.  I had three 
brothers and two sisters.  My two sisters moved to Ontario.  They 
lived there for thirty years.  About ten years after they moved to 
Ontario my mother and three brothers all moved to Toronto.  My 
brother Gerald went to Ontario first and drove tractor-trailers for 
twenty years.  Billy went later because he didn’t like his job here.  
When he got to Ontario he drove trucks.  My mother Pearl took 
Douglas to Toronto when he was about fourteen.  Pearl 
worked in a hospital for about twenty years.  She didn’t 
drive so she took the subway to work.

When I turned twenty-one, in 1959, I married and lived in 
the South end with my wife Bonnie and son David.  During 
that time Bonnie and I raised four children.  David was 
born in 1963.  Tony and Terry were twins born in 1965 and 
Anna was the youngest born in 1974.

I was working for a fish plant company to help my family.  
After four years I changed my job to working at the 
hospital maintenance shop.  I worked on the grounds at 
the hospital for twenty years.  Then I changed my job to 
working on the trucks delivering and picking up parts and 
working in the maintenance shop.  I was doing repairs on 
floor and ceiling tiles and I inspected the fire extinguishers 
after taking a course on how to fill and maintain them.  In 
winter I plowed snow at night and on weekends.

Now my children are all grown up and living on their own. 
David lives in Winnipeg with his wife and two children.  
Tony lives in Halifax with his wife and he has two children.  
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Anna is living and working in Vancouver.

I worked at the V.G. hospital for thirty-two years.  I am 
now retired for twenty years, and I’m going to the Keshen 
Goodman Library to learn more reading and writing.  I 
don’t think I will ever stop going.

Bucket List
By Gary Mullins

In a former life, 
when I worked for a 
living, during my daily 
commute, I would 
dream of  retiring and 
traveling to see the 
Rocky Mountains and 
even driving across the 
country.  That dream 
came true for me.

Even though I started 
out in a car that had 

no business going on a road trip, it took me across the country 
with a detour to Yellowknife, NWT.  Not wanting to retrace my 
route, I opted to come back through the states with a detour to 
Tombstone, Arizona.

Unlike flying, a trip like this impresses on you the huge size of  
our country.  While many of  the days were spent mostly driving, 
a few were spent mostly sight-seeing.  They included: the giant 
Canada goose statue in Wawa, Ont., the Terry Fox Museum in 

 Super Tutors Valerie & Gary at the Keshen Goodman 
Library ALP
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Thunder Bay, the giant dinosaur statue in Drumheller, Alberta, 
the waterfalls in NWT, buffalo on the side of  the road in NWT, 
Jasper, the Icefield Parkway, Lake Louise, Banff, Kicking Horse 
Pass, the spiral train tunnels, the last spike, Hell’s Gate, the Lion’s 
Gate Bridge, Stanley Park, Mount St. Helens, the giant redwood 
trees and vineyards of  northern California, the Golden Gate 
Bridge, Yosemite National Park, Death Valley, the Mojave Desert, 
Route 66, a NFL game, the O.K. Corral and Boot Hill Cemetery, 
the Grand Canyon, Four Corners Monument, the sandstone 
arches of  Utah, Vail ski area, the Buffalo Bill Cody Museum, the 
horse ranches of  Colorado and Wyoming, the Oregon Trail, Crazy 
Horse, Mount Rushmore, Punxsutawney, PA, Williamsport, PA.
Each of  these places has a story, plus many more of  the people 
and places along the way.  There were many differences in the 
places compared to Nova Scotia but still the people were not so 
different from Nova Scotians.  Now is not the time nor place for 
all of  these stories, but permit me a couple.

Driving through B.C., I was expecting mountains, but I was also 
expecting guardrails.  It was like driving the Cabot Trail, only 
higher, without guardrails.  As scary as that was, my biggest scare 
was when my Visa card info got scammed at a pay-at-the-pump 
and Visa froze my account.

At the start of  the trip, I thought driving across the prairies would 
be the longest part of  the journey.  As it turned out, Ontario was 
by a long shot.  By the time I completed that circle-route around 
Lake Superior, I was pretty weary and yet proud of  myself  for how 
far I came.  Just then I came across the Terry Fox Museum.  His 
marathon of  hope stopped just east of  there due to a relapse in 
his cancer.   I thought for a moment how he averaged a marathon 
a day across Newfoundland and a good chunk of  Nova Scotia 
before my start point.  He did it running on one leg while I sit 
the whole day.  For the rest of  the trip, I didn’t allow myself  to 
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complain or get too proud of  myself.

Maybe we all owe it to Terry to see this country from the ground, 
the way he intended to see it.  At least we owe it to ourselves to 
put it on our bucket list.

Aho kwica gitera wa’ kwica 
ikibimutera ~ Instead of killing a 
person you should kill the cause
By Madina Uwizeyimana

In my town where I grew up 
there was a kind man who 
was my grandfather. My 
grandfather believed in justice 
in different ways. He believed 
that you always welcome 
people without judgment. He 
used to tell us a phrase I will 
never forget. The phrase was 
“Aho kwica gitera wakwica 
ikibimutera” which means, 
“Instead of  killing a person 
you should kill the cause”. 
This phrase became a key 
for solving problems for 
my family. I never saw my 

grandfather argue or fight with my grandmother. They were able 
to solve their problems before they got worse.

I remember one day my uncle was trying to beat me because I was 

Madina and her tutor Rosanne at Halifax North
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late, in his opinion, to bring back the water. My grandfather told 
him not even to think about it. He said,” aho kwica gitera wakwica 
ikibimutera.” He meant don’t beat her, just try to understand why 
she was late then if  she had a problem, fix it. Also he told him 
that to beat me was not a solution of  my mistake. So, since then 
my uncle did not try to beat me or anyone else.

Because I was surrounded with good people growing up, I thought 
that all human were like angels. Even though my grandfather died 
when I was young my uncles still used his phrase because they 
believe that he was right. In addition my uncles were kind to 
their wives and neighbors. They were problem solvers. Because I 
learned from my grandfather’s phrase I became a problem solver, 
thinker and decision maker. So, my grandfather’s phrase makes 
me believe that everybody is or can be a good person if  you can 
understand the underlying cause.

I believe if  people were able to take steps similar to my 
grandfather’s and try to discover problems among people and 
solve their problems before they get worse, then the world would 
be peaceful, and crimes would decrease.   

Short Stay 
by Diane Pinto and Kathy Johnstone

Diane and Kathy met at Captain William Spry Adult Learning 
Centre in January 2012.  Diane’s goal is to work toward obtaining 
her GED.    She is a dedicated learner.  Kathy is a relatively new 
tutor and enjoys Diane’s enthusiasm and work ethic. 

Diane is also partaking in the “Publish It” program through 
MSVU.  She enjoys making a Memory Book of  Cape Breton, 
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which she is dedicating to her mom.

In the short time we’ve worked together we have learned new 
skills and re-learned other skills in Math on a one to one basis.  
In our weekly meetings we always share experiences and laughter.  
We have enjoyed each other’s company. 

Sadly, Kathy will miss Diane, Noreen and all the learners and 
tutors at Captain William Spry when she relocates to BC this 
summer. 

What is a True Friend?
By April Sherman

I believe that a true friend 
is someone that has your 
best interest at heart and 
cares for your well being.  
A true friend always cares 
and sticks to you through 
the good and the bad.  A 
true friend will not lie to 
you or use you.

I have talked to some women in my church to get their thoughts 
on friendship.  From their point of  view, making friends is healthy 
for the mind as well as for the spirit.  A person can become 
isolated and withdrawn in themselves if  they don’t have a friend. 
When I was growing up I didn’t have any friends, I always found 
myself  alone.  The teacher had to make other kids play with me 
when I went to school.

April & her tutor Heather
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When I was a teenager, I lived with another girl in an apartment 
that was run by a supervised group home.  We used to go to a 
drop-in centre at Alderney Gate . I was 18 years old then.  At 
the drop-in centre we made friends with a girl.  She came to our 
apartment to visit.  One day she came and asked if  she could stay 
overnight.  I can’t remember of  how it came about that she came 
to live with us, but eventually it turned out badly.  She was bringing 
men home and having wild parties.  When our supervisor found 
out we all moved out, and I moved to a new apartment in Halifax.
I’ve learned over the years that when you are looking for a 
friend you have to feel people out, whether they could be a 
good influence on you.  Friendship takes time, it doesn’t happen 
overnight and you have to work at it.  It’s like you have to gamble 
with your emotions.

When I go to church I make friends that care for me, another 
soul.  Having a friend makes me feel wanted and that I have 
something to give in return.

My Wondering on the Untold Story of 
the Titanic
By Josie Smith

Titanic: The Untold Story is a play about a man named Joseph 
whose story was only told 100 years after the sinking of  the 
Titanic. Who was Joseph Laroche? Joseph was the only black 
man on the Titanic. Why was he on the Titanic? Because his white 
wife’s father purchased a second-class ticket for him so he could 
go to America to get a job as an engineer. I was puzzled when I 
found out that there was only one black man on the Titanic. 

My friends and me had to go see the play because it was about a 
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person of  colour and we wanted to see what it was all about. The 
play was at the Alderney Landing Theatre and was written and 
directed by Anthony Sherwood, who also acted as Jack Johnson, 
the famous fighter. The black man married a white woman and 
they had a family together. Why was there only one black family 
on the Titanic? It was because of  segregation. It was not easy for 
Joseph Laroche because he wasn’t treated like the white people. 
He wasn’t allowed to eat at the same table as his white relatives, 
he wasn’t allowed up on the higher decks, and he was an outcast. 
He wasn’t free to go where he wanted to on the Titanic. He was 
angry and frustrated but held all the anger inside. The story of  
the Titanic was so sad because they were not prepared and they 
thought nothing was ever going to happen to the ship. When the 
Titanic was sinking Joseph wanted to go with his wife, but he 
couldn’t because only women and children were allowed to board 
the lifeboats. When the Titanic was sinking Joseph told his wife 
that he would meet her back home, but he never made it off  the 
ship.

I liked the play because the story of  Joseph Laroche was told. I 
loved the actor who played him. When I was there, there weren’t 
a lot of  people in the theatre. Maybe people of  colour thought 
the tickets were too expensive and I thought that if  it was cheaper 
they would’ve gotten more people out to see it. I liked the music. 
I liked the piano and the singing. I liked the way the character 
Jack Johnson approached the character of  Joseph Laroche. The 
play made me feel beautiful and fine and I wished there was more 
plays about black people. My favourite scene was when the wife 
brought her nine year old son in to see his father for the first time. 
I know the actor who played the part of  Joseph’s son and his 
performance was beautiful. My friends and me had a good time 
and discussed it. There was some disagreement and agreement 
and everybody wasn’t on the same page. But we would all go back 
again. Even a couple of  weeks later, I’m still thinking about the 
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play and wondering about how Joseph Laroche was treated when 
he came on the ship with his family.

Halifax in World War II
By Mary Thompson

Back in WW II there were 
very busy men working 
down at the Dockyards and 
the Shipyards in Halifax. 
They trained women 
for new jobs too. Some 
women were welders. 
Others worked in Moir’s 
chocolate factory. The men 
at war really loved to get 
chocolates from home. My 

parents met at Moir’s after the war.

In Bedford Basin, ships lined up to go overseas. At the south end 
docks you could see families saying good-bye to the soldiers and 
sailors.

People lined up for food stamps because there were shortages of  
food and materials. Eggs and nylons and rubber were hard to get. 
There were lots of  people coming to the city. Dances were fun 
and were put on by volunteers.

Some streets had cobblestones and buses with long poles. The 
buses were run by electricity. School children played marbles but 
had air raid drills too. They had scrap drives especially for rubber. 
High school boys could be Cadets but girls could not be Cadets. 

Mary and her tutor Kay-Ann working together at 
Halifax North
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Sea Cadets helped patrol the Northwest Arm.

I like to learn about old ways. 

Cross Stitching
By Gail Wilson

My name is Gail and one of  
my favorite hobbies is cross-
stitching, it’s very relaxing 
and not that hard to do. I can’t 
remember when I started but 
once I learned how I have 
been hooked.  I have done 
several projects but I wind 
up giving them away. It is a 
great pastime but you have 

to a lot of  patience and good eyesight.  There is program for 
the computer where it will graph pictures for you. I am totally 
interested in getting this program when I have a computer.

It’s a funny story but I came to the tutoring program at the Halifax 
North Branch Library because I needed a little extra help with my 
math and it turns out that with cross-stitching I have to do math. 
I’m learning y=mx+b . It works out that in order to do my cross 
stitch, my y-intercept has to meet up with my x-intercept in order 
to find the center of  the project and that’s where the project 
starts.

I have so many patterns at home that I would like to do but not 
enough time. If  you would like to learn how to cross-stitch, you 
can find me usually at the Halifax North Branch Library or the 

Gail and Nick working on math at the Halifax North 
ALP
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library itself  has tons of  books on the subject. One book I would 
definitely recommend for any new beginner is “500 Cross Stitch 
Designs”, they are just simple little projects that you could almost 
do in two hours.  I hope you enjoy it as much as I do.

My Visit to the Doctor
By Vernon Sawler

I went to the doctor because I was sick and didn’t feel well; sore 
throat, cough, etc.

When the doctor finally seen me he asked what was wrong.  He 
checked my heart beat and said I would be fine if  I stay out of  
the cold and got some rest.

The doctor gave me some medication I had to take with my meals. 
Do you like going to the doctor?

The New Church of Africville
By Melita Carvery-Jackson

In 1968 Africville’s church 
was demolished by city 
workers, along with the 
houses.  I was six years 
old.  Africville was a black 
community and had lots of  
history there.  They worked 
hard and they didn’t need 
help from the government.  
Everybody helped each 
other.  Each family would 
watch over their children. 

Melita and her tutor Avril at the creative writing 
workshop with Jenni Blackmore
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Also famous people like Joe Louis, Duke Ellington, and Louis 
Armstrong visited Africville.  Rosa Parks came there in the later 
years for the summer reunion about 12 years ago, also Martin 
Luther King Junior. 
  
On September 25, 2011 the people of  Africville finally got what 
they have been waiting for. Their prayers have been answered.  
The new church is here.  Things are starting to look up.  It was a 
very emotional day in Africville especially for Eddie Carvery and 
Bertha Mantley.  She lived to see that day at the age of  91 years 
old.  

I am so glad to know that the people of  Africville can use the 
church for weddings and funerals.  The people will feel the spirit 
more of  Africville now that the church is here.  It was also the 
birthday of  my twin brothers and my own in the same week.  

Now the people of  Africville that are no longer with us can rest 
in peace.  I am writing this story for my grandson Trevez, so that 
he can tell this story to his children in the future. This is for you, 
Trevez, from Nanny.
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Tutors looking for inspiration have a new resource thanks to 
volunteer Valerie Cheel. 

Valerie is a Vocational Specialist with the CBI Health Centre 
as well as a tutor at the Keshen Goodman Library and she has 
been working on an Adult Literacy Tutor’s Round-Up blog for 

literacy practitioners. The blog is a work in progress and you can 
check it out -and make suggestions- at:

http://nsliteracytutor.blogspot.ca/



The Halifax Community Learning Network is a 
registered charity  (# 85750 9335 RR0001) and donations 

can be made at: 
http://www.canadahelps.org/

A very big thank you to the following organizations and 
individuals who have made recent donations to HCLN: 

Armdale Rotary Club
CIBC

Constance Glube
O’Regan’s Toyota Halifax

The Canadian Library Association
United Way Halifax
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